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Abstract—The northeast is the national famous commodity grain production base, per capita amount of commodity grain in rural households in Heilongjiang and Jilin ranks the first and the second place respectively in the country. In the process of food growth production for nearly 10 years, main grain producing areas in northeast mainly rely on structural adjustment which achieves remarkable yield results. However, such increase also brings new problems—continuous cropping” for the northeast areas. The paper analyzes the related behaviors between farmers and governments using completed information dynamic game model and comes to the conclusion that the key influential factor on farmers’ alternative rotation behaviors is the economic interest factor and the reasonable subsidy mechanism from governments helps to optimize farmers’ behaviors. Finally, the paper proposes the following countermeasures and suggestions: implementing alternative rotation subsidies, strengthening supervision for subsidy payment, fostering deep processing industries to increase the added value of agricultural products, extending the period of land transfer to ensure effective land improvement for land operators.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to ensure national food security and increase farmers’ income, the government implements the policy of food subsidies [1]. For the main grain producing areas, the policy of food subsidies mainly includes: direct grain subsidy, comprehensive agricultural subsidy, purchase of agricultural subsidy, improved seed subsidy and the minimum purchase price subsidy. The policy plays a boosting role in food production growth and farmers’ income growth in main grain producing areas. Relatively speaking, the policy has obvious influence on food production growth [2]. Since 2004, China has achieved ten continuous increases in food production. However, through field research, we find that food production growth in northeast results from restructuring. Take Heilongjiang as an example, the traditional advantages crop-soybean and its sown area declines sharply during 10 years, which is replaced by the significant increase in the sown area of corn and rice [3]. Therefore, there exists the problem of crop rotation. In order to pursue high yield, most farmers choose corn and rice with higher profit. Rice planting involves the change from dry land to paddy fields. Once the field can be transformed successfully, the field can only plant rice; the replacing of corn and soybean is relatively simple, the farmers only need to change crop varieties. When the farmers choose corn, the majority of them will grow corn year after year with few rotations. Meanwhile, the farmers plant “continuous cropping” easily with large-scale land which is closely related to economic interests. The cost of rotation with large scale is relatively higher, the greater the loss of the interests is. After years of “continuous cropping” planting, output of land will be influenced which runs contrary to the long-term food security strategy of the nation. Considering the national food security interests, the paper discusses the feasibility of alternative rotation subsidies, analyzes the influence of alternative rotation behaviors from them, comes to some inspiration and proposes specific suggestions to implement them.

II. GAME MODEL SELECTION AND CONSTRUCTION

A. Game Model Selection

Generally speaking, government is the maker and implementer of policy which plays an active role in policy, while farmers implement agricultural production decisions after knowing the policy. Therefore, the process complies with the assumption of complete information dynamic game; the paper adopts complete information dynamic game researching the policy game between government and farmers [4].

B. The Extended Shape of Game Model

The subjects of the game are the government and farmers. Policy subsidies are paid generally by local and central government which aim at ensuring the quality of farmland, so government represents local and central government in the process of game. Game subject specific strategies are as follows:

1. Government policy set is {subsidy, no subsidy}
2. Farmers policy set is {Alternative rotation, no Alternative rotation}

As the following table is shown, the solid frame represents the game subject; the virtual frame represents
the specific strategies of the game subject. According to the selection order and strategy set on both sides of game, the paper describes specific game information using dynamic game-shaped extensions. See the details are as follows:

**A. Assumptions of Game Model**

Before analyzing relevant earnings of game subjects, the paper has the assumptions for both sides of game subjects and sets relevant variables about earnings and costs of the game subjects. The basic assumptions and variables are as follows:

- **Assumption 1**: The government aims at increasing alternative rotation areas and obtaining eco-efficiency.
- **Assumption 2**: Alternative rotation subsidies implemented by the government should be subsidized by the actual alternative rotation areas.
- **Assumption 3**: Subsidies have a positive impact on farmers’ alternative rotation behaviors.

Assuming that farmers’ land area is S; assuming that farmers get net earnings of L2 with no alternative rotation land per unit and get net earnings of L1 with alternative rotation land per unit. Assuming that the government subsidizes K yuan for per unit of land; assuming when the government implement alternative rotation subsidies, the land proportion of alternative rotation for farmers is p1; assuming when the government doesn’t implement alternative rotation subsidies, the land proportion of alternative rotation for farmers is p2; meanwhile, p1 is greater than p2; assuming that because farmers implement alternative rotation policy, ecological earnings per unit for government and farmers is η1; assuming that because farmers doesn’t implement alternative rotation policy, ecological loss per unit for government and farmers is η2.

**B. Relevant Earnings Analysis on Game Subject Interest**

Among them, F (x) represents farmers’ earnings function; F (y) represents government’s earnings function. Under different strategies, the specific earnings between government and farmers are as follows:

- F (x1) = Kρ1S+ηp1S-Sη2 (1-p1) S+p1SL1+(1-p1) S L2
- F (y1) = ηp1S-Kp1S-C
- F (x2) = SL2-η1S
- F (y2) = -η2S-C

F (x3) = η1p2S-η2 (1-p2) S+p2S L1+(1-p2) S L2
F (y3) = η1p2S-η2 (1-p2) S
F (x4) = SL2-η2S
F (y4) = -η2S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative rotation</th>
<th>No Alternative rotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>implementing alternative rotation subsidy</td>
<td>F(x1), F(y1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no implementing alternative rotation subsidy</td>
<td>F(x2), F(y2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**C. Analysis on Game Process and Strategy Selection**

(1) Converting from low-yield crop to high-yield crop

Comparing F (x1) with F (x2), F (x1)-F (x2) = Kρ1S+ηp1S-Sη2 (1-p1) S+p1SL1-p1S L2. After conversion, F (x1) - F (x2) can be converted into Kp1S+ηp1S-Sη2 (1-p1) S+p2S (L1-L2). Among them, Kp1S represents alternative rotation subsidies paid by the government and is positive; ηp1S represents ecological earnings and is positive; η2S represents ecological loss and is positive. S (L1-L2) represents the gap between alternative rotation earnings and no alternative rotation earnings, because of the conversion from low-yield crop to high-yield crop, L1 is greater than L2. That is, L1-L2>0. Finally, Kp1S+ηp1S+Sη2 (1-p1) S+p2S (L1-L2)>0, F (x1) is greater than F (x2). Therefore, farmers adopt alternative rotation strategy more likely and the government adopts corresponding strategy (implementing alternative rotation subsidy) and corresponding function is F (y1) (see Table II).

Comparing F (x1) with F (x3), F (x1)-F (x3) = η1p2S+ηp1S-Sη2 (1-p2) S+p2SL1-p1S L2. After conversion, F(x1)-F(x3) can be converted into ηp1S+ηp2S+Sη2 (1-p2) S (L1-L2). Among them, ηp1S represents ecological earnings and is positive; ηp2S represents ecological loss and is positive. S (L1-L2) represents the gap between alternative rotation earnings and no alternative rotation earnings, because of the conversion from low-yield crop to high-yield crop, L1 is greater than L2. That is, L1-L2>0, F (x1) is greater than F (x3). Therefore, farmers adopt alternative rotation strategy more likely and the government adopts corresponding strategy (no implementing alternative rotation subsidy) and corresponding function is F (y3) (see Table II).

Comparing F (y1) with F (y3), F (y1)-F (y3) = η1 (p1-p2) S +η2 (1-p2) S-Kp1S-C. In the formula, p1 is greater than p2; η1 (p1-p2) S is positive and η2 (1-p2) S is positive. Through comparison, F (y1) is more η1 (p1-p2) S +η2 (1-p2) S than F (y3) on ecological earnings, meanwhile, F (y1) has more Kp1S+C than F (y3) on subsidy and verification costs. The purpose of the government introducing subsidies is to get more ecological earnings and minimize the loss of it, meanwhile, the government subsidy has
budget itself, so subsidies and management costs can be ignored by it and the government will choose the strategy with more ecological earnings. That is, the government chooses alternative rotation subsidies. Therefore, we can come to the conclusion that sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium of the game is [implementing alternative rotation subsidy, alternative rotation].

### Table II: Strategy Selections from Government

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government strategy</th>
<th>Farmer strategy selection</th>
<th>farmer strategy earnings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>implementing alternative rotation subsidy</td>
<td>$F(y_1)$</td>
<td>$\eta_1 \rho S - \eta K \rho S - C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no implementing alternative rotation subsidy</td>
<td>$F(y_2)$</td>
<td>$\eta_2 \rho S - \eta_2 \rho S - C$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Converting from high-yield crop to low-yield crop

(a) When $L_2 \in (0, \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1)$, comparing $F(x_1)$ with $F(x_2)$, $F(x_1) - F(x_2) = K \rho S + \eta_1 \rho_1 S + \eta \rho_1 S + \rho_1 S L_1 - \rho_1 S L_2$, we substitute $L_2 = \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1$ into the equation $F(x_1) - F(x_2) = K \rho S$. $K \rho S$ is government subsidy and is greater than 0, that is, $F(x_1) - F(x_2) > 0$. Therefore, farmers adopt alternative rotation strategy more likely and the government adopts corresponding strategy [implementing alternative rotation subsidy] and corresponding earnings function is $F(y_1)$ (see Table 3). Comparing $F(x_3)$ with $F(x_4)$, $F(x_3) - F(x_4) = \eta_1 \rho S + \eta_2 \rho S + \rho_1 S L_1 - \rho_1 S L_2$. When $L_2 < \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1$, $F(x_3)$ is greater than $F(x_4)$. Therefore, farmers adopt alternative rotation strategy more likely and the government adopts corresponding strategy [implementing alternative rotation subsidy] and corresponding earnings function is $F(y_3)$ (see Table 3).

(b) When $L_2 \in (\eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1, K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1)$, comparing $F(x_1)$ with $F(x_2)$, $F(x_1) - F(x_2) = K \rho S + \eta_1 \rho_1 S + \eta_2 \rho S + \rho_1 S L_1 - \rho_1 S L_2$, when $L_2 < K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1$, $F(x_1) = F(x_2)$; $L_2 \geq K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1$ includes $L_2 \in (\eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1, K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1)$, so when $L_2 \in (\eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1, K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1)$, $F(x_1) = F(x_2)$. Therefore, farmers adopt alternative rotation strategy more likely and the government adopts corresponding strategy [implementing alternative rotation subsidy] and corresponding earnings function is $F(y_1)$ (see Table 3). Comparing $F(x_3)$ with $F(x_4)$, $F(x_3) - F(x_4) = \eta_1 \rho S + \eta_2 \rho S + \rho_1 S L_1 - \rho_1 S L_2$. When $L_2 \geq K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1$, $F(x_3) = F(x_4)$; $L_2 \geq K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1$ includes $L_2 \in (K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1, +\infty)$, so when $L_2 \in (K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1, +\infty)$, $F(x_3) = F(x_4)$. Therefore, farmers adopt no alternative rotation strategy more likely and the government adopts corresponding strategy [no implementing alternative rotation subsidy] and corresponding earnings function is $F(y_4)$ (see Table 3).

Comparing $F(y_1)$ with $F(y_4)$, $F(y_1) = \eta_1 \rho S - K \rho S - C$, $F(y_4) = -\eta_2 S$. $F(y_4)$ represents no implementing subsidy policy. If the farmers choose no alternative rotation policy, the government will lose the ecological earnings of $\eta_2 S$. While it implements subsidy policy, the government will obtain the ecological earnings of $\eta_1 S$ and pay certain financial expenditure. The government pays more attention on the sustainable use of land relatively, so $K \rho S + C$ can be ignored for $\eta_1 S$. With comparison, $F(y_1) > F(y_4)$ and the government will choose subsidy strategy. Therefore, we can come to the conclusion that sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium of the game is [implementing alternative rotation subsidy, alternative rotation].

(c) When $L_2 \in (K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1, +\infty)$, comparing $F(x_3)$ with $F(x_4)$, $F(x_3) - F(x_4) = \eta_1 \rho S + \eta_2 \rho S + \rho_1 S L_1 - \rho_1 S L_2$. When $L_2 < K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1$, $F(x_3) = F(x_4)$; $L_2 \geq K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1$, $F(x_3) = F(x_4)$; $L_2 \geq K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1$ includes $L_2 \in (K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1, +\infty)$, when $L_2 \in (K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1, +\infty)$, $F(x_3) = F(x_4)$.

Therefore, farmers adopt no alternative rotation strategy more likely and the government adopts corresponding strategy [no implementing alternative rotation subsidy] and corresponding earnings function is $F(y_4)$ (see Table 3).

Comparing $F(y_2)$ with $F(y_4)$, $F(y_2) = -\eta_2 S - C$, $F(y_4) = -\eta_2 S$, $F(y_4)$ represents the test costs of which is positive, so $F(y_4) - F(y_2) > 0$ and the government chooses no implementing alternative rotation subsidy. We can come to the conclusion through backward induction that sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium of the game is [implementing alternative rotation subsidy, no alternative rotation].

The paper comes to the conclusion when converts from high-yield crop to low-yield crop, sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium of the game is [implementing alternative rotation subsidy, alternative rotation]. When converts from high-yield crop to low-yield crop, because of different range of $L_2$, we can get two sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium. When $L_2 \in (0, K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1)$, sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium of the game is [implementing alternative rotation subsidy, alternative rotation]; when $L_2 \in (K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1, +\infty)$, sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium of the game is [implementing alternative rotation subsidy, alternative rotation]; that is, under the condition of no alternative rotation, per unit earnings of crop $L_2$ is lower than the total amount of per unit subsidy $K$, per unit ecological benefit $\eta_1$ per unit ecological loss $\eta_2$ and per unit earnings of alternative rotation crop $L_1$, sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium of the game is [implementing alternative rotation subsidy, alternative rotation].
rotation)]\); on the contrary, sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium of the game is \{no implementing alternative rotation subsidy, no alternative rotation\}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government selections from government</th>
<th>farmer strategy selection</th>
<th>condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>subsidy ( F(y_1) = \eta_1 S - K \eta_1 S - C )</td>
<td>alternative rotation</td>
<td>( L_2 \leq (0, -\eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No subsidy ( F(y_3) = \eta_1 S - (1 - p_2) S )</td>
<td>alternative rotation</td>
<td>( L_1 \in (\eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1, K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subsidy ( F(y_1) = -\eta_1 S - \eta_2 S - C )</td>
<td>no alternative rotation</td>
<td>( L_2 \leq (K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1 + \eta_2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No subsidy ( F(y_4) = -\eta_1 S )</td>
<td>no alternative rotation</td>
<td>( L_1 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSIONS

(1) Whether farmers adopt rotation cropping or not depends on economic interests. Farmers are the actual rational economic men and chase higher economic interests which are their nature. Farmers will account alternative rotation cropping. If farmers think alternative rotation will bring great loss of their economic benefits, they will certainly not choose Alternative rotation. In contrast, farmers will definitely choose alternative rotation [5].

(2) In reality, land operation scale will have an impact on farmers’ alternative rotation cropping [6]. In real research, land scale will have a significant impact on farmers’ alternative rotation cropping. The scale factors don’t play a role in alternative rotation in the model. The model supposes that we subsidize farmers according to the land operation areas and the farmers get the actual benefits. Thus unit compensating rationalization is the key factor. However, in the real operations, the farmers obtain intensive operations in the form of subcontract, own limited contracted land and the existing subsidy is issued in accordance with the land tax areas, thus the farmers can’t often obtain appropriate subsidies and subsidies are obtained by the original farmers (early land contractors).

What’s more, there doesn’t have alternative rotation subsidy in real operations. The greater the size of alternative rotation is, the larger the loss is. Therefore, the size of land plays a limited role in alternative rotation cropping.

(3) The government implementing alternative rotation subsidy is necessary [7-10]. From the above analysis, we see when the government implements alternative rotation subsidies, the farmers will get the compensation of K unit per hectare. When \( L_2 \in (0, -\eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1) \), sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium of the game is \{implementing alternative rotation subsidy, alternative rotation\}; when \( L_2 \in (K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1, +\infty) \), sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium of the game is \{no implementing alternative rotation subsidy, no alternative rotation\}. In essence, we should control the limitation of \( L_2 \) and the growth of \( K \) can control \( L_2 \) which will surpass the limitation of \( K + \eta_1 + \eta_2 + L_1 \). In other words, as long as subsidy can compensate the actual loss and most loss of the farmers, the final choice of the farmers will tend to alternative rotation.
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